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Abstract-Let 4 be a continuous function from hf.’ (the class of ail rank k k x n matrices) into R’ that is 
invariant under multiplication on the left by k x k invertible matrices. Then there exists a matrix HI from 
the class %?_ of Householder t ansformations such that 
Now for each positive integer i, let the element Hi E Z_ be chosen such that 
The question of whether or not the sequence of matrices {[I&JH,. . . H,} converges to an absolute 
+extremum (rank k maximal statistic) appeared in (11. In this paper, we show that there exists a function $ 
as above for which the above sequence does not converge to an absolute +extremum. 
INTRODUCTION 
The following procedure was suggested by Decell and Smiley [l] as a possible means for 
obtaining optimal solutions to feature selection problems based upon rather general class 
separability criteria JI defined on the class of Householder transformations %. 
Let Hi E 8% be selected such that 
Now for each positive integer i, let the element Hi E Z” be chosen such that 
The question of whether or not the above process converges to an absolute +extremum 
(rank k maximal statistic) appeared in [ 11. In the particular cases of Bhattacharyya distance and 
Divergence, computational procedures have been developed for calculating the matrices 
Hi(i = 1,2,3,. . .). Computational results support the conjecture that the above sequence of 
matrices leads to an absolute +extremum. 
In this paper, we show that there exists a function $, satisfying the continuity and invariance 
conditions for which the sequence {[Ik]z]& * . - HI} does not converge to an absolute +- 
extremum. This establishes that the continuity and invariance conditions are not in general 
sufficient o insure the convergence of the sequence to an absolute #-extremum. We will state a 
condition in this paper that along with continuity and invariance will be a sufficient condition. 
The question of whether or not the above process yields an absolute $-extremum in the cases 
of Bhattacharyya distance and Divergence remains unsettled. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Definition 1. Let M.’ be the set of all k x n rank k matrices. 
Definition 2. By R” we will mean the collection of all a-tuples with real valued entries. The 
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elements of R” will be written as column vectors. 
VI 
Definition 5. For v= i 
0 Vn 
inR”letvT=(vl,...,un). 
Definition 6. For u = 
Dejinition 7. Let S”-’ = {u E R”/[Jv)I = 1). 
Definition 8. Let .Ynk be the collection of all vector subspaces of R” of dimension k. . 
Definition 9. Let x E R” and suppose JIx(I = 1. Define H,:R” +R’ by H,(y) = y -2(x . y)x. If 
I 
we think of H, as a matrix then we can determine that H, - H, = I (matrix multiplication)(see 6, 
pp. 3-4). We will denote the collection of the transformations above by the symbol 8’“. These 1 
transformations are called Householder transformations. 
Definiiion 10. For a collection {u,, . . . , v,} of vectors in R” let [o,, . . . , u,] denote the 
vector subspace of R” spanned by the vectors {v,, . . ., v,}. 
Definition 11. For any vector subspace A of R” let dim (A) be the dimension of A. 
Definition 12. Let C be a closed subset of R” and xf$ C. Then there exists cx in C such that 
IIx-ccI~(~I(x-c~I for any c in C. 
Let p(x, C) = IIX - 41. 
Definition 13. Let A and B be elements of Y’“‘. Then there exists an element a’ of A ITS”-’ 
having the property that ~(a’, B nS”-‘) is greater than or equal to p(a, B nS”-‘) for all a in 
A ITS”-‘. The number ~(a’, B flS”-‘) will be called the distance from A to B and will be 
denoted by the symbol d(A, B). 
PROPOSITION 1. For any elements A, B and C in V. 
(i) d(A, B) 2 0 and d(A, B) = 0 if and only if A = B. 
(ii) d(A, C) 5 d(A, B) + d(B, C). 
(iii) For any 6 > 0 there exists a8 > 0 such that whenever d(A, B) < 6, then d(B, A) < 5. 
Definition 14. For any P in .Y,,’ and 5 > 0, let U,(P) = {X E Y’““,“Jd(X, P) c 5). 
Definition 15. Let F be the topology on Y,,’ determined by the sub-basis { fY#)l5 > 0 and 
P E Jhk}. 
Definition 16. Let % be a closed subset of 9”’ and let P E9’,,‘. Let D(P, %)= 
g.l.b.{d(P, C)lC E %}. 
PROPOSITION 2. (Y,,‘, F) is normal. 
Proof. Let A and B be two closed disjoint subsets of 9”‘. Let 
U, = {P E 9’,klD(P, A) < D(P, B)J 
and 
C_Jz = {P E Y:ID(P, A) > D(P, B)} 
By Proposition 1, we can determine’ that U, and UZ are both open and are disjoint. This 
completes the proof of Proposition 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppbse that {Y,, . . ., vk} is a collection of linearly independent vectors in R”. Let 
p = dim[v,l,. . ., okL] and assume p >O. Then there exists a vector x in S”-’ such that if H, is 
the Householder transformation determined by x, then dim[Hx(vl)L,. ., Hx(vk)‘] = p - 1. 
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Proof. Case (i) dim[v,‘, . . ., ukL] is less than k. We select a vector xL in [uIL, . . ., vkL] such 
that llxLll = fi. Since (uiL - 2(uiL - xL)xL) - xL = 0 for i = 1,. . ., k it follows that the dimen- 
sion of [ulL - 2(ulL * xL)xL, . . ., ukL - 2(ukL *xL)xL] is p - 1. Now by the assumption there exists 
a vector x” in Rk such that ]]x”]]=~, and u;“~x”=O for i=l,...,k. Since t)iL- 
2(Vi . x)xL = uf - 2(uk . xL)xL, then the dimension of [u,~ - 2(u, * x)xL,. ., vkL - 2(uk * x)x‘] iS 
p - 1 for x = “,I: 
( > 
. 
Case (ii) dim[ulL, . . ., ukL] is k. We select a vector x0” in u,~, . . ., ukL with ]~OL]] = Vii?. 
Then we have that the dimension of [uIL - 2(ulL * xoL)xoL, . . ., vkL - 2(ukL . x~~)xo~] is p - 1 .v$’ 
assume then that xL = hxoL for some A < 1. We want a vector x” in Rk such that if x = 
( > 
xL 
then ]]x” ]I* + ](xL]r = 1, and triL - 2(ui * X)X~ equals uiL - 2(aiL * xoL)xoL for i = 1,. . ., k. By substi- 
tuting AxoL into this equation in place of xL we can determine that Vi” * x” = 
[(1-A2)/A)](u~-xgL)for i= l,..., k. By our assumption we can find a vector x” satisfying the 
above equations whenever a choice of A is made. We observe that if A approaches 1, then ]]x”]] 
must approach 0, and ]]xL(] must approach m so that if A approaches 1, then (Jx”]]*+ /x”]] 
must approach a. In a similar manner we can determine that lb” ]I’ + ]jx”]p approaches -tc~ 
as A approaches 0. It follows that there exists some A for which ](x”]~ + (]xL]r = 1. Thus we have 
that dim[u,’ - 2(u, . x)xL, . . ., ukL - 2(vk . x)xL] = p - 1. This completes the proof of Proposition 
3. 
Definition 17. For any M in Mnk let B(M) = [r,‘, . . ., rkT] where r,, . . ., rk are the rows of M. 8 is 
easily seen to be continuous. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that @([Ik(Z]Hl ’ - * HP) = [uh . . ., uk] for Householder transformations 
HI,. * *, Hp. Then the dimension of [uIL, . . ., ukL] cannot exceed p. 
Proof. We observe first of all that for any collection of vectors y,, . . ., y,,, and any 
Householder transformation Z& determined by the vector x that [H,(y,), . . ., ZZ,(y,)] C 
[Yl, . * *, y,,,, x]. Now e([&IZ]H, * * * H,,) = [H, * * * H,(e), . . ., HP * * * H,(s)] where f?i s the vector 
with 1 in the ith place and 0 everywhere else. Thus by the above statements, [u,, . . ., ok] C 
[e,, . . ., ekvxly . . . . xp]. It follows that [u,~, . . ., ukL] C [xIL, . . ., xpL]. Thus dim[u,‘, . . ., okL] is less 
than or equal to p. This completes the proof of Proposition 4. 
PROPOSITION 5. For linearly independent vectors {u,, . . ., tk}, if p = dim[u,L,. . ., ukLl and P ‘0, 
then there exists Householder transformations H,, . . ., HP such that e([Zk]z]H, - * - HP) = 
[u,. . . ., vk] and no fewer than p Householder transformations can have this property. 
Proof. By Proposition 3 we can find Householder transformations H,, . . ., HP such that 
[HI * * . H,(u,)~, . . ., H, . 1 * Hp(uk)L] = 0. This says that [H, - * * HP(t),), . . ., H, - . - Hp(vk)] = 
[e,, . . ., ek]. Thus [H, + * * H,(e,), . . ., HP * * * H,(ek)] = [VI,. . ., Uk] = e([&Iz]f& * * * H,,). By Pro- 
position 4 if e([Zk(z]H; . * - H:) = [u,, . . ., vk] then dim[u,‘-, . . ., ukL] cannot exceed r. This 
implies that r 2 p. This completes the proof of Proposition 5. 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE MAP 
: Definition 18. For any P in 9”’ let P = [u,, . . ., uk] and define L(P) = dim[u,‘, . . ., vkL]. 
Definition 19. For 0 5 p I n - k, let &, = {A E Y,,’ IL(A) 5 p}. 
PROPOSITION 6. &, is closed for p = 0,. . ., n - k. 
Proof. This is a consequence of the fact that if {u,, . . ., u,} is a collection of vectors in R”-’ 
and 9 is the dimension of [u,, . . ., u,] then there exists a real number 5 >O such that if 
IJui-uIIII<~ for i=l,..., M then the dimension of [u!, . . ., u,i,] is greater than or equal to q. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 6. 
Now for some PB Y, there exists 5 > 0 such that if A E Z,, then Ut(A) does not contain P. 
Let d be the closure in Y,” of AyT {Us(A)}. By Urysohn’s lemma, [2] there exists a continuous 
function &,:ynk -[O, 11 such that i,(P) = 1 and &(A) = 0 for any A in ti. Let Z = [e,, . . ., ek]. 
Then Us(Z) C d since Z E 5’,. Define a map &:Y’“‘+[O, l/2] by 42(X) = 0 if X$ U((Z) and 
4*(X) = (5 - d(X, Z))/25 if X E UC(Z). Let 4 = 4, + 42 and define J, = 4 0 8. We observe that 
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Y, = {O([lkIZ]H)IH E St’“}. Also if 8([&]2lH1)= I for some HI in Z,, then for any H in 2” 
O([&(Z]H . HI) E 3,. This follows from the facts 
(i) O([I~JZlH * HI) = [HI * H(e,), . . ., HI * H(ek)J and 
(ii) If {u,, . . ., uk} are vectors in R”, and p = dim[v,l, . . ., ukL] then p = 
dim[Hl(ul)L,. . ., HI(~k)L]. 
In the Decell-Smiley procedure we find first a Householder transformation H1 such that 
~(e([Z,(Z]H,))r~(B([IkIZ]H)) for all H in %. But the collection {e([l~JZ]H)(H E %} is 
precisely 3, and C$ takes on a maximum value of l/2 at I in 8,. Thus e([l#]H,) = I. We then 
select HZ such that $([I~(Z]HZ * HI)? $([lk(Z]H . HI) for all H in X. Since O([l,JZ]Hr) = I 
‘then 3’1= {0([1~]Z]H . Hr)]N E Y&n). So for HZ there exists Hi in H, such that 
e([I,]~H2 - H,) = e([&JZ]Hi) = I. Continuing in this manner we see that O([&]Z]H,,, - - . H,) = I 
where the H,,, are the Householder transformations obtained by the Decell-Smiley procedure. 
Thus $‘([Ik[zl& ’ ’ - HI) = l/2 for all m. But e(P) = 1. Thus the matrices obtained by the 
Decell-Smiley procedure cannot converge to an absolute +-extremum. 
A CONDITION FOR CONVERGENCE 
PROP~STION 7. SUppOSe that whenever #([&]Z]Hh * . * Hi) 5 #([h(Z]Hi * * * H1) then for any 
H’ in J#& there exists H” in %!” such that #([&(Z]H’ * HA * * * Hi) I $([&li??]H’ * Hs * * . H1). 
Under this condition and the continuity and invariance conditions the matrix 
([~kIZ&nk,,,-k * ’ * HI) obtained by the Decell-Smiley procedure is an absolute $-extremum. ’ 
Proof. First if $ is a continuous real-valued function on Mnk that is invariant under 
multiplication on the left by k x k non-singular matrices, then there exists a continuous function 
t$:.Ynk +R’ such that $ = 4 * 8. Now for any collection {ur,. . ,, vk} of linearly independent 
vectors in R” dim[ulL,. . ., vkL] cannot exceed min k, n -k. Let p = dim[u,l, . . ., ukL]. Then by 
Proposition 5, there exists Householder transformations Hi,. . ., H; such that 
e([lkIZ]& - ’ ’ Hi) = [VI, . . ., vk]. Thus if I# takes on a maximum value at SO = [vi,. . ., vk] then # 
takes on a maximum value at ([lkIZ]H; . . . H;). Now if HI,. . ., HP are the Householder 
transformations obtained by the Decell-Smiley procedure, then the assumptions imply that for 
1 5 i 5 p$([&lZ]H: * ’ ’ Hi) 5 #([&laHi ’ ’ ’ H,). Thus for all M in Mk$(,(M) 5 +([&]a& * * - HI). 
Since p = min k, n -k the result follows.‘This completes the proof of Proposition 7. 
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